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Jörgensen Tribute Organ
The ”Jörgensen Tribute Organ” is a virtual instrument for use with Milan Digital Audio’s Hauptwerk Software.

Origin
The virtual organ is based upon recordings from 3 Norwegian churches.
The main organ is located in Åfjord
Church, a 450 seat wooden church built
in 1879. The current Jörgensen organ
was delivered by J. H. Jörgensen Orgelfabrikk in 1978, and has 18 speaking
stops, two 56 note manuals, a 30 note
parallel pedalboard, and is fully functional. The organ is well maintained
and is unmodified since it’s delivery.
Since the Åfjord organ is somewhat
smaller than many typical Norwegian
Jörgensen organs, some additional
stops were recorded in two other
churches, Hommelvik Church - a
similar size wooden church with a Jörgensen organ from 1949, and Ålesund
Church, which has one of the largest
and best maintained Jörgensen organs,
originally delivered in 1945.

Above: Åfjord Church,

The total number of speaking stops in
this composite Jörgensen organ is then
30. Great care has been taken to make
sure that the additional Stops appear in
a correct balance and are used in the
typical Jörgensen tradition regarding
sound and placement.

Left: Hommelvik Church, above: inside Åfjord Church, looking towards the organ.
Many Norwegian churches are built with
a structure of large timber logs, and
then use wooden planks to cover the
walls, both on the outside and the inside. They typically hold 300-500 seats.
The use of all wooden materials makes

for dry acoustics rather different from
churches made from stone materials,
and the acoustics can be a challenge
for the organ builder. The ”Jörgensen
Sound” seems to work well with this
kind of acoustic environment.
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Technical notes:

•The organ needs Hauptwerk version
4.0 or higher
•It is a Wet organ, but the reverb is
rather short - typically ~1.4 seconds.
•The samples and organ definitions
are encrypted, and you cannot reduce
the reverb. This is intentional.
•The organ does not need the HW USB
dongle, and it plays very well with the
Hauptwerk Free edition and its 256 polyphony limit. This is intentional, but I
strongly advise to buy Hauptwerk, it is
worth every penny, fidelity-wise.
•The download is very close to 1GB,
and loading the organ on one of my
machines shows that it needs around
1.2GB of available memory.
•Loading the sample set in Mono can
further reduce the memory demand,
and I have tried to instruct Hauptwerk
then to simulate a C/C# spread at 4.5
meters width. Loading the samples
in Mono will still play in Stereo, but
Hauptwerk first makes a Mono version
of the original Stereo, and then takes
care of panning the resulting loaded
Mono samples into Stereo at real time.
In my opinion this is audibly inferior to
using the supplied Stereo samples, and
should be avoided unless your machine
has a very limited amount of memory.
•The samples are initially recorded
in stereo approx. 5 meters out and
3.5 meters high in front of the main
organ. Master recordings were done
at 96kHz/24 bit to have enough lati-

tude for later processing. The recordings were done using precision electret
condenser microphones with an omnidirectional polar pattern. The samples
are later processed with Noise Reduction software, and a lot of other utilities
to make them behave and appear good.
Great care has been taken to keep the
”soul” of the instruments.
•Since the different organs had different spread and panning (including
some rather odd ones!), the samples
are repanned for C/C# spread based on
a 4.5 meters wide facade at the widest.
No two ranks have the same spread, so
each note should have it’s unique stereo position. The Swell stereo is spread
out on 2 meters at the max. The Mixture and Cymbel are kept in the original
recorded Stereo.
•The [ II - I Melodi ] coupler and the
[ P - I Bass ] coupler makes the organ
very playable from 1 keyboard, which
is the reality for many users testing out
Hauptwerk, and also makes a transportable one manual set more playable.
Your left hand little finger is then also
sent to the Pedal, and the right hand
little finger playing goes to the II/Svell.
Even I can then almost mimic a 2 manual + Pedal sound. This is intentional.
•The Klokkespill samples (Chimes) are
based on the freely available Beiaard
Gent samples, heavily massaged, and
actually use just 5 samples, the rest is
interpolated by Hauptwerk. They are
mainly meant as a little gimmick - do
not expect fantastic Chimes, especially

Installation notes:
The Hauptwerk installation package comes with both a ”normal” and a ”locked for
48kHz Audio driver” version in the same installer:
- Jorgensen2MWet
- Jorgensen2MWet-ForLocked48kHzDrivers
and both are by default installed unless you select “No Action” on one of them.
They use the same data package so only one Data section is installed. When loading in Hauptwerk both can be made available, and they will then share the data ,
but also the cache area, so if you switch between them the cache is rebuilt for the
last version loaded.
When installing: if you know if your audio hardware works with locked 48kHz
drivers, select : Install on that one, and not on the other. Vice versa: if you know
your hardware is NOT locked to 48kHz, select : Install on the normal version, and
not so on the 48kHz version. You may install both, but they will overwrite each
other cache when switching between them, adding time to the initial loading each
time you load.

not from the highest and lowest octave.
•All organ samples are from organs
made by now gone J. H. Jørgensen
Orgelfabrik, a Norwegian organ building company, the leading builder in recent times. Founded in 1876, but closed
in 1983. They built approx. 700 organs.
Most are now slowly disappearing and
are being replaced, but they do represent the typical sound of small/medium size Norwegian church organs.
(Links below are in Norwegian)
http://snl.no/.nbl_biografi/J_H_
J%C3%B8rgensen/utdypning
http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josef_
Hilmar_J%C3%B8rgensen
•A few ranks are partly regenerated
(minor transposing) from other ranks,
and the Principal 16 in the Hovedverk
(Great) is also reused in the Pedals.
•Some bad sounding notes were replaced by transposing neighbors, but I
did not go to great lengths, so a lot of
(mostly good and some not so good)
personality remains. I felt that capturing
the soul of the instrument(s) was more
important than perfecting everything.
•The samples are mostly retuned to
concert pitch/equal temperament, but
I have allowed a somewhat larger latitude than normal for the Hauptwerk
tuning randomization feature such that
it does not sound ”too perfect”.
•The Erzhäler/Erzhäler Celeste ranks
are 6.5 sharp Cents apart for making an
undulating Celeste sound when played
together. This means that the beating
frequency will be slower at lower octaves, and then the beating speed increases more and more into the higher
octaves. It is probably best noticed on
the middle octaves. The Erzhäler Celeste can be used with other 8’ stops as
well, but the effect will vary more with
others. The Celeste 060-C is 1 Hz above
the non-Celeste, the 072-C is 2 Hz above
and the 084-C is 4 Hz above and so on,
defining the undulating frequencies.

Donations
The Jörgensen Tribute Organ Sample
set is free to download and test. If you
find the Sample set useful, a donation
to help pay for equipment, further development and web presence is appreciated. The suggested donation amount
is US$50. If you would like to donate
a larger amount, you may specify the
amount yourself - less is also allowed!
http://organ.etcetera.cc/download/
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The Jørgensen sampling
- a test report

I have been one of Magne Nilsen’s beta
testers. I have an extensive and thorough experience of several decades of
Jørgensen organs, both as a practicing
cantor, but also while travelling around
Norway, where Jørgensen organs have
been a prominent part of so many
churches all around the country for the
last 50 years.
I have played a lot of different material to suit the instrument, and here is
my initial report.

Installation
The installation went smoothly and perfectly by the book. I had to configure
the manuals + pedal manually. After I
installed HW4 I have not installed new
sample sets, I am for my part not totally up to date on the new system to find
the manuals automatically. However I
did not do the ”reset” of the midi settings, and it played straight away.

Graphics
The first thing you meet - the general
impression - is the graphic design
which I found to be fully functional and
had a familiar “Jørgensen-style” to it. If
you had to poke a bit of authenticity,
one can argue that Jørgensen as far as
I have seen - did not really use round
Stop buttons, but rather square rocker
tabs. Designing such tabs with legible
text can be a challenge, so this aspect
may well be sacrificed in favor of a
more easily read round Stop button. At
the same time the couplers handle this
in an exemplary manner.

Sound experience
Already from the first note the typical
“Jørgensen-sound” is easily identifiable.
I play with a 3 manual Laukhoff obtained
from just a discarded Jørgensen organ
from Tjølling Kirke - the very same organ I learned to play on as a little boy.
The overall soundscape was one of immediate and remarkable recognition.
There are clearly defined objectives
behind this sample set, which is laudable and also important for its understanding. I’m pretty sure the author
knows most aspects of Jørgensen, and
therefore also recognize the company
name as “Jørgensen organ factory”, and
NOT as Jørgensen organ builders. This
was exploited by Jørgensens critics for
all it was worth in the 80’ and 90’s. Furthermore, it is said, that an offer from
Jørgensen was also specified for intonation to the church. For financial rea-

sons the builder could deselect that option. Whether it is right I do not know,
but the term “factory organs” may have
something of its origin right there locally. Jørgensen made in his time so
many organs for Norwegian churches
that the term “Jørgensen Sound” was
a regular expression in various reviews
over the years.
I think the sample set producer has
succeeded very well to reproduce this
Jørgensen organ sound, and also in a
nice way, given the character of the
sometimes quirky and rather dry wooden acoustics typical in most Norwegian
churches.
When the 2’ stops and the Mixtures
are perceived as quite dominant and
sharp in today’s ears, this is an important part of what the Jørgensen sound
was. The same applies to Rohr voices,
which could often feel a bit “thin”, and
for some even perhaps a bit “raw”. All
in all, the sampling, in my opinion gives
an authentic picture of the Jørgensen
sound.
Much of the background for Hauptwerk/Crumhorn Labs was to be able to
play in real-time samples recorded on
an idealistic background, of rare and
historical organs and organs that were
restored to be documented for posterity. Prof. Helmut Maier was a pioneer
when it comes to the idea behind such
documents. It is therefore in line with
the original idea when the Jørgensen
organ is documented like it typically
on average was. Eventually there will be
fewer and fewer left of them - and in all
honesty time has been running out for
the Jørgensen habitus, so a historical
documentation like this sample set was
now important, proper and wise.
In my opinion - and maybe even
the most exciting part of this project shows that there are someone also in
Norway willing and able to perform a
high quality organ sampling. Norway
also has many organs that deserve such
a sampling. In view of the extensive
work a sample project is in practice, it
is easy to understand that such projects can hardly be based on “one-man
work” in the future. Combined with the
development of rational software, it
should have been established resources
in order to sample the other important
organs in Norway for the future.

tions, this can easily be done in Hauptwerk, but one should be careful not to
disturb the rather authentic defaults
too much.

My conclusion
As a true Hauptwerk user you should
have the ability to maintain two thoughts
simultaneously: You should be able to
listen, but also at the same time be able
to connect this to the experience you have
gained about how it sounds in reality.
A true Hauptwerk user has the ability
to understand the difference between a
virtual reality organ and its limitations,
and at the same time have no conflicts
relative to the true organs and organ
building. Not all has this capability.
My experience is that this Jørgensen
sampling is credibly connected to the
real world as it was / and in some cases still is, the way I perceive this. I do
not see any conflicts between the current organ builder philosophy and this
Jørgensen sampling.

Some speciﬁcs:
- I have not noticed any implementation
technical defects so far.
- I am a little puzzled over the specification with two Rørfløyte in the same work
(4 and 7)
- I think that the 6.5 cents deviation in the
Celeste (23) is perhaps a little too much?
- Fagott 16 of the pedal is just so out of
tune at C - and three-four notes up, as it
often was in the originals.
- C1 sounds a little off when it comes to
Erzhaler (22) (and it’s derivative 23) but
not unacceptable.
- C/C# panorama functions as intended.
- Pedal Quintadena 4’ could have been
a little stronger (although users can adjust in Hauptwerk) - for solo voices it is
slightly weak.
- I kind of miss a 24-bit version
- A plus for being quite compact (which
with 24 bit would be a different matter
again)
- I have not figured out the number of
releases: it seems that there is only one.
And with 1.4 sec reverberation that is
probably okay.
My conclusion must be that I think a
very important job has been performed,
the defined goals have been reached, and
a copy of an at times somewhat controversial organ type has been secured for
the future in a very credible way.

Intonation
I think the sample set is very precise in
terms of intonation. If the user needs to
do adjustments based on local condi-

Per Klepaker
Ex cantor and organist in Larvik kirke,
Norway
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The Jörgensen Tribute Organ speciﬁcation:
Hovedverk
1 Gedacktpommer
2 Principal
3 Principal
4 Rørfløyte
5 Flute Octaviante
6 Oktav
7 Rørfløyte
8 Kvint
9 Blockfløyte
10 Tuba
11 Trompet
12 Mixtur

16’
16’
8’
8’
8’
4’
4’
2 2/3’
2’
8’
8’
IV

Pedal
13 Subbass

16’

14
15
16
17
18

16’
8’
8’
4’
16’

Principal
Gedackt
Spissfløyte
Quintadena
Fagott

Svellverk
19 Gedackt
20 Spissgamba
21 Bourdon
22 Erzähler
23 Erzähler Celeste
24 Salicet
25 Rørfløyte
26 Principal
27 Kvint
28 Cymbel
29 Regal
30 Trompet
31 Tremolo
32 Klokkespill

8’
8’
8’
8’
8’
4’
4’
2’
1 1/3’
2 f.
8’
8’

Couplers
I - P, II - P
P - I Bass
I Oktav
II - I
II - I Melodi
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Implementation notes:
For a long time I have missed a smaller
and not too overwhelming bright sounding Norwegian sample set for rehearsing and church music purposes mainly,
so the Jörgensen Tribute organ is not
meant to compete with the large and/
or Symphonic, French, Cathedral or Baroque historical instruments available. It
is “A typical Norwegian church organ
for a typical Norwegian church organist.” Hopefully this also works well in
other countries. It ended up a little larger than typical, and is now more like a
medium size Jörgensen organ, but still
feels and sounds like a small organ.

Credits:

•Grahame Goode - for keeping up with
me all the way, and for handling the
Hauptwerk implementation details, you
really went the extra mile!
•Lars Palo - for all your advice on recording, noise reduction, sample refinement and looping, and your looping
software as well.
•Nick Appleton: Noise reduction SW
•Åfjord Church warden Helge Nilsen
•Ålesund Church cantor,
Jostein Maude
•Hommelvik Church warden,
Jan Rynning
•Players advice: Kari Frisvoll, (40 years
experience from the Melhus Church
Jörgensen organ) and Oddgeir Nossen
•The beta team, for your advice and
suggestions, PanosG, PerK, MichaelM,
MartinD and VidarF, and JarleF - who
also did the bulk of the web pages
•Milan Digital Audio, for creating the
Hauptwerk software, and for letting us
use derived graphics and default data
from the St. Anne organ as a part of this
distribution

Usage rights:

•The ”Jörgensen Tribute Organ” is
Copyright © 2011 by Magne Nilsen,
Etcetera Consulting AS, Norway
email: etc.etc<at>online.no
•You may use the sampled organ ”as
is” for private usage. For Public performances you must apply to the copyright
holder, and a written signed agreement
must be issued.
•You are not allowed to use the organ
or samples for any kind of derived work
without a written signed agreement with
the copyright holder.
•You are not allowed to modify the
samples or organ definition in any way.
•You are not allowed to rehost or
redistribute or charge for this work in
any way.

Above: The organ facade (top) and
then the organ console from the Åfjord
Church, using black and square draw
Stops.
Left: A typical medium to large size
Jörgensen organ console using white
rocker Stops, this from Melhus Church.
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